
Motivate. Empower. Inspire. 
Looking to reignite your team? Whether you’re hosting a quarterly meeting,  
annual retreat or team-building event, Regan Walsh will deliver.

Regan is an NYU-certified Executive and Life Coach who helps seasoned and 
emerging leaders thrive in work and life. She spent 15 years in Fortune 500, non-
profit and startup environments, excelling in sales, marketing, human resources and 
culture development. In each role, Regan refined her ability to help individuals and teams 
navigate barriers, improve communication, gain confidence and ultimately win. Her coaching drives 
results because she challenges people to clarify their vision, guides them as they map a clear plan 
to achieve their goals, and supports them along their journey. 

Her custom presentations range from 20-minute keynotes to two-hour workshops that will give 
your team members action plans to strengthen their lives—and ultimately their work. 

“Regan has a warm, 
engaging and authentic 
style. Our team found 
her interesting, genuine 
and thought-provoking. 
I would absolutely 
recommend her to others. 
It was a very useful 
investment of our time.” 

—SYED RIZVI 
VP/Chief Specialty Insurance Officer,  

Nationwide Innovative Solutions 

NO IS A COMPLETE SENTENCE

• Making choices: If I say yes to this, what am I saying no to?

• Just say no: Understanding when yes can derail your priorities

• Shedding the “shoulds”

THE TRUTH ABOUT WORK-LIFE BALANCE

• Examine the life wheel and prioritize what matters most

• Clearly define personal motivators and success

• How to channel energy to achieve success

LIVE BY DESIGN, NOT DEFAULT

•  Understand the difference between being an essentialist  
and being a non-essentialist, and why it matters

• Uncover your highest point of contribution

• The role “normative conformity” plays in our decisions

HIGH TIDE RAISES ALL SHIPS (BE THE HIGH TIDE)

• The scientifically proven value of operating from a place of gratitude

• The role confidence plays in building connections

• Understand how to earn trust in your relationships

Here are a few available 
topics—and what your  
team members will explore.

“The stories you shared and 
the impact you made in 
an hour was amazing. The 
attendees were buzzing 
about your presentation 
long after you left!” 

—REBEKAH A. SMITH 
Director of Forensic and Dispute Advisory Services

GBQ Consulting

“Now it’s getting serious: I’ve run into 
three people who saw you speak last 
night, and they said you changed their 
lives. Thank you!”

—DOUG KNUTSON 
System Vice President, Academic Affairs, 

OhioHealth

If you’re ready to reignite your team, contact Regan Walsh today.
614.403.4519  /  regan@reganwalsh.com  /  www.reganwalsh.com 


